8. Scale to Measure Attitude of the Farmers towards Vaccination in Ruminants


Statements

1. I believe that adoption of vaccination practices is difficult for poor livestock owners. (-)
2. I think livestock owner should have awareness about vaccination. (+)
3. I believe that vaccination is difficult to adopt. (-)
4. I trust that vaccination is the best way to prevent important diseases in cattle. (+)
5. I think adoption of vaccination is wastage of money. (-)
6. At any cost farmers should adopt vaccination in their ruminants to get many advantages. (+)
7. I think that vaccination is only educated livestock owners’ custom. (-)
8. Adoption of vaccination in animals is an instrument to keep animals vigorous. (+)
9. I understand that vaccination in animals is too costly to implement. (-)
10. I think that there is no risk in adoption of vaccination in animals. (+)
11. I believe that there is more misinformation about vaccination in animals than reality. (-)
12. I feel that vaccination helps in prevention of spreading zoonotic diseases. (+)
13. Comprehensive knowledge about vaccination is beyond the capacity of livestock owner. (-)
14. I think that progressive animal keeper is one who believes in vaccination practices. (+)

Value of Reliability: 0.78.